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Abstrat

In seeking to arrive at a theory of \quantum gravity", one

faes several hoies among alternative approahes. I list some

of these \forks in the road" and o�er reasons for taking one al-

ternative over the other. In partiular, I advoate the following:

the sum-over-histories framework for quantum dynamis over

the \observable and state-vetor" framework; relative proba-

bilities over absolute ones; spaetime over spae as the gravi-

tational \substane" (4 over 3+1); a Lorentzian metri over a

Riemannian (\Eulidean") one; a dynamial topology over an

absolute one; degenerate metris over losed timelike urves to

mediate topology-hange; \unimodular gravity" over the un-

restrited funtional integral; and taking a disrete underlying

struture (the ausal set) rather than the di�erentiable manifold

as the basis of the theory.

In onnetion with these hoies, I also mention some re-

sults from unimodular quantum osmology, sketh an aount

of the origin of blak hole entropy, summarize an argument that

the quantum mehanial measurement sheme breaks down for

quantum �eld theory, and o�er a reason why the osmologial

onstant of the present epoh might have a magnitude of around

10

�120

in natural units.

* This paper is the text of a talk given at the symposium on Diretions in General

Relativity, held at the University of Maryland, College Park in May, 1993, in honor

of Dieter Brill and Charles Misner. It was subsequently published as Int. J. Th.

Phys. 36: 2759{2781 (1997), hgr-q/9706002i
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I. A laundry list of alternatives onerning Quantum Gravity

The organizers have named this onferene \Diretions in General Relativity",

and in that spirit I want to talk in some generality about diretions in Quantum

Gravity. On the way to a theory of quantum gravity there are many forks in the

road, or in other words alternatives one must hoose among, or questions one must

answer, before proeeding farther. I will begin by listing some of those alternatives

and questions whih seem to me the most important, and then I will advoate

answers in a manner that tries to plae the hoies in an overall ontext. I hope

that along the way, a oherent approah to quantum gravity will be seen to emerge.

Also along the way, I will mention a few new or lesser-known results relevant

to the alternatives we will be onsidering, inluding an interpretation of blak hole

entropy and a possible \non-unitarity" assoiated with \unimodular" quantum os-

mology. But �rst the laundry list itself (inluding a personal seletion of referenes

to represent the alternatives *)

Is the signature of the spaetime metri Lorentzian [1℄ or Eulidean [2℄ (or both

[3℄)?

Should we allow degeneraies in the metri [4℄ or losed timelike urves [5℄ (or

possibly both)?

Should we �x the 4-volume in the gravitational Sum-over-histories [6℄ or extend

the sum over all 4-volumes, as is normally assumed [7℄?

Is the deep struture of spaetime disrete [8℄ or ontinuous [8℄?

Whih feature of spaetime is most basi, its ausal order [9℄, its metri [10℄, or

its topology [11℄ (or perhaps even the algebra [12℄ of funtions on spaetime)?

Is topology dynamial [13℄ or is it absolute [14℄?

Is the entropy of a blak hole outside [15℄ or inside [16℄ its horizon?

What really exists, the history [17℄ or the wave-funtion [18℄?

Should we approah the \quantization" of gravity via the sum-over-histories

[19℄ or via anonial quantization [20℄?

* These referenes, like those in the rest of this paper, are meant to be indiative

rather than omprehensive.
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Is probability absolute/unonditional [21℄ or relative/onditional [22℄? (do

quantum probabilities make sense?)

Is the osmologial onstant, �, approximately [23℄ or exatly [24℄ zero?

II. What is Classial Gravity?

In order to begin plaing these alternatives in ontext, it is useful to go bak

to the lassial theory we are trying to \quantize". Like the majority of physial

theories, General Relativity has a threefold struture omprising a \kinematial

(or substantial) part", answering the question \What is there|what `substane'

are we dealing with?"; a \dynamial part", answering the question \How does this

substane behave?"; and a \phenomenologial part", answering the question \How

does this substane whih is there manifest itself in a way aessible to us?".

In the ase of General Relativity, the Kinematis omprises a di�erentiable

manifold M of dimension four, a Lorentzian metri g

ab

on M , and a struture

whih, although it is losely intertwined with the metri, I want to regard as dis-

tint, namely the ausal order-relation �. The Dynamis is then simply the Ein-

stein equation G

ab

= T

ab

, or in ase non-gravitational matter is absent, the purely

geometrial statement that the metri is Rii-at. Finally, the Kinematis and

Dynamis manifest themselves as the familiar Phenomena of length, time, inertia,

gravity (in the narrow sense of the word), ausality (for example the impossibility

of signaling faster than light), et.

III. Why quantize? (And what does this mean?)

Aording to lassial General Relativity, the metri behaves deterministially,

but of ourse this is inonsistent with the stohasti, quantum behavior of the

matter to whih the metri ouples via the Einstein equation. Thus, a theory of

quantum gravity in the broadest sense of those words would just be some theory

having both lassial gravity and quantum �eld theory in at spaetime as limits

(the latter being our best theory of non-gravitational matter to date). However,

most of us who speak of quantum gravity mean, I think, something more spei�

than just this; and so a major question whose answer de�nes one's approah to

quantum gravity is:
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� In what sense do we expet this theory to be quantum?

To this I would add two further basi questions:

� Do we need a new kinematis (as well as the new dynamis whih \quantiza-

tion" entails)?; and

� What is the phenomenology of quantum gravity?

The rest of this talk is essentially an essay in answering these three questions,

beginning with the �rst of them.

IV. What is a quantum theory? (two views)

There are of ourse many di�erent viewpoints on how quantum mehanis is to

be interpreted, but I will onentrate here on two broadly opposed attitudes, whih

I will all the 	-framework and the Sum-over-histories framework.

Aording to the former view the essene of quantum mehanis resides in its

mathematial struture: a Hilbert spae, an algebra of operators to be interpreted

physially in terms of measurements; and a \projetion postulate", whih tells us

how to take the results of measurements into aount in prediting probabilities for

future measurements. In this framework, the entral objet is the state-vetor 	

(whih is why I am alling it the 	-framework), and the physial interpretation is

made in terms of observables. (See almost any textbook, for example [25℄.)

Closely allied with the 	-framework is the anonial quantization approah to

quantum gravity. Although di�erent variants of this approah may employ di�erent

ombinations of the basi dynamial variables, they all work solely with spae (in

the sense of a spaelike hypersurfae), as opposed to spaetime. (For a review of

suh issues see [26℄ [27℄, for alternative hoies of anonial variables see [28℄.)

From the Sum-over-histories point of view, quantum mehanis is understood

quite di�erently, namely as a modi�ed stohasti dynamis haraterized by a non-

lassial probability-alulus in whih alternatives interfere. To see the essene of

quantum mehanis in this way goes bak at least to Heisenberg's Chiago letures

[29℄, and of ourse is assoiated most losely with the name of Feynman [30℄. Within

this framework, the spaetime history itself is the entral objet. It exists in the

same sense in whih a history is taken to exist in lassial physis, and the physial
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interpretation an thus be made diretly in terms of properties of this history|

what John Bell alled [31℄ `beables' (a word that I always thought was some kind

of joke until I realized that he meant it to be pronouned \be-ables")|rather than

indiretly in terms of \observables". (See also [17℄ for a statement of this view.)

Sine the sum-over-histories is by nature a \spaetime approah", it naturally

leads to a version of quantum gravity whih works with spaetime as opposed to

data on a hypersurfae.[6℄

In omparing these two attitudes, I think it is fair to say that the 	-framework

is mathematially better developed (although this applies less to quantum �eld

theory than it does to quantum mehanis in the narrow sense), whereas the sum-

over-histories framework is, to my mind, more satisfatory philosophially, beause

it avoids the positivisti refusal to ontemplate anything besides our generalized

sense pereptions. *

Now why, aside from its philosophial advantages, do I favor the sum-over-

histories/spaetime approah to quantum gravity over the 	-framework/anonial

quantization approah? An important part of the answer has to do with what has

been alled \the problem of time" [32℄, though the plural `problems' would probably

be a more appropriate word in this onnetion.

One suh problem whih a�ets the 	-framework onerns the temporal mean-

ing of the \logial ordering" required by the projetion postulate. In employing

that postulate, one writes the projetions in a de�nite sequene determined by the

order of the observations in time; but how an suh a rule avoid leading to a viious

irle in a theory in whih time itself is one of the things being \observed"?

A seond, losely related diÆulty onerns the \frozen formalism" that results

when one applies the formal rules of anonial quantization to General Relativity (or

to any generally ovariant Lagrangian theory). In onsequene of the Hamiltonian

onstraints, the \physial observables" are neessarily all time-independent (they

are what Karel Kuha�r [27℄ alls `perennials'), and one seems fored into an attempt

* Formally, the 	-framework may be seen as a speial ase of the sum-over-histories

that arises when the amplitude is formed in a suitably loal manner, allowing states

	(t) assoiated with given moments of time to be introdued as onvenient sum-

maries of the past.
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to \�x the time-gauge" in order to reover a semblane of spaetime from the

disembodied spaelike hypersurfae to whih the formalism diretly refers. Not

only is suh a proedure tehnially questionable, but it an be dangerous as well:

one an easily smuggle arbitrary answers to important physial questions into the

theory in the guise of a \gauge hoie", for example to the question whether ollapse

to a singularity is inevitable in \mini-superspae osmology".

Finally, in a framework based on \observables" rather than \beables", how are

we to speak about (say) the early universe, if there were no observers then and none

in the oÆng for a long time to ome? Sine some of the most important appliations

of quantum gravity are likely to be preisely to the early universe, this also appears

to present a serious diÆulty.

None of these \problems of time" would seem to exist for the sum-over-histo-

ries/spaetime approah. Time itself doesn't need to be reovered, beause it is

there from the very beginning as an aspet of the spaetime metri. The projetion

postulate is irrelevant, beause there is no state-vetor to be \redued". And the

early universe existed just as muh as we ourselves do here and now, even if from

our vantage point it is relatively remote and inaessible.

There is another point I want to mention here, whih is presented more fully in

my ontribution to Dieter Brill's Festshrift [33℄, and that is that|independently

of any problems related to general ovariane|the 	-framework starts to break

down, in a ertain sense, already for quantum �eld theory in at spaetime. One

of the seeming advantages of the 	-framework vis-�a-vis the sum-over-histories is

that it appears to possess a more omprehensive measurement sheme, telling us

what in priniple an be measured (every selfadjoint operator) and presribing (at

least formally) how to design an interation-Hamiltonian to e�et the orresponding

measurement (see [34℄). In ontrast, there exists (so far) no equally omprehensive

theory of measurements within the sum-over-histories framework. Now this lak

is not the great disadvantage for the sum-over-histories whih it would be for the

	-framework, beause measurement is not a fundamental notion for the sum-over-

histories. Nonetheless, the question of what an and annot be measured is learly
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an important one for any theory. However, it turns out that the simple measure-

ment sheme whih the 	-framework appears to possess is physially viable only for

quantum mehanis in the narrow sense of non-relativisti point-partile mehanis.

The point is that in Quantum Field Theory, it proves inonsistent with ausal-

ity to assume that every observable onstruted from the �eld operators within a

given spaetime region R an be measured by operations on�ned entirely to R; to

be able to do so would lead to the possibility of superluminal signaling. There is

no time here to repeat the argument [33℄ in detail, but it onsiders three spaetime

regions A, B, and C arrayed so that ommuniation is possible from A to B and

from B to C, but not from A to C. Spei�ally one an hoose B to be a thik-

ened spaelike hyperplane, with A and C being spaelike separated points whih

are respetively to the past and future of B. Assuming that arbitrary loalized

ideal measurements were possible in these regions, the argument onludes that an

experimenter stationed at A ould transmit information to a olleague at C by de-

iding whether or not to perform a ertain observation, given that both know that

a ertain other observation will be performed in the intervening region B.

Thus, one must rejet the assumption of arbitrary loalized measurements,

and it beomes a priori unlear, for quantum �eld theory, whih observables an be

measured onsistently with ausality and whih an't. This would seem to deprive

the 	-framework for quantum �eld theory of any de�nite measurement theory,

leaving the issue of what an atually be measured to (at best) a ase-by-ase

analysis, just as it remains (so far) within the sum-over-histories framework. (Notie

as well that most of the hypersurfae observables with whih a anonial formulation

of gravity would presumably deal, are likely to run into loality troubles of this same

sort.) As pointed out above, this atually puts the 	-framework at a disadvantage,

beause for it, the notion of measurement is fundamental.

Finally, I want to return to the more general omparison of the two opposed

frameworks in order to stress what seems to me to be the great pratial advantage

of a spaetime approah vis �a vis a purely spatial one. In fat the questions one

wants to ask of a quantum gravity theory are|due ultimately to the di�eomorphism

invariane of General Relativity|all of an unavoidably spaetime harater. For

example, one may want to study how the horizon area of a blak hole responds to the
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emission of Hawking radiation. Or one may want to ask whether the osmologial

expansion we are now experiening was atually preeded by (say) nine previous

yles of expansion and reontration. Both of these questions make perfet sense

if one has aess to an entire 4-geometry, but ould one formulate them in terms of

the kind of hypersurfae data with whih the anonial approah works?

Well, if we do go in the diretion indiated by the signpost reading \sum-over-

histories", we ome a little way down the road to a seondary fork onerning the

proper interpretation of the \quantum probabilities" whih that formalism yields.

In fat, the sum-over-histories will furnish a probabilisti answer to almost any

question about the history you are to ask (more preisely, it will furnish relative

probabilities for the elements of any partition of the set of all histories into mutually

exlusive and exhaustive subsets [6℄), but it is easy to see on physial grounds

that most of these \quantum probabilities" annot be very meaningful. A entral

question for this approah is therefore, under what irumstanes suh probabilities

do aquire meaning (an issue symbolized in my initial laundry list by the question

whether probability is relative or absolute).

Here there are two alternative points of view that I know of. Aording to

the �rst view [35℄, probabilities are absolute and unonditional in the sense that

their appliation rests on no assumption about the history other than a hoie of

a osmologial initial ondition, but they have meaning only in the ontext of a

�xed partition of history spae * whih obeys the ondition that Jim Hartle and

Murray Gell-Mann all `deoherene'. In general however, there are very many

deohering partitions, not all of whose probability-assignments are ompatible with

eah other, f. [36℄. (An interesting example of suh an inompatibility is that

a given partition an have its deoherene destroyed by subsequent \observational

ativity" whih has the e�et of making the original alternatives interfere; or stated

more generally and preisely: there an exist pairs of partitions P

0

and P

00

, based

respetively on earlier and later properties of the history, suh that P

0

and P

00

eah

deohere, but their \union" P

0

_ P

00

does not. Here P

0

_ P

00

is the partition whih

* In this sense, it is misleading to desribe suh probabilities as absolute: they are

in fat relative to a hoie of partition.
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asks about both the earlier and the later properties together; its elements are the

atoms of the lattie of sets generated by the elements of P

0

and P

00

via intersetion

and omplementation.) Aording to the seond view [37℄, probabilities are relative

to a split of the universe into subsystems, and onditional on possible assumptions

about the behavior (or even existene) of these subsystems (f. [38℄). (For example

one subsystem ould be an eletron and the other a olletion of moleules in a

loud hamber.) The riterion for the \quantum probabilities" to be meaningful

is then not that they neessarily deohere (and hene obey the sum-rules proper

to lassial probabilities), but that a suÆiently perfet orrelation obtain between

the two * subsystems (for example the orrelation by whih the trak in the loud

hamber reets the path of the eletron) [37℄.

Inidentally, in arguing for the sum-over-histories/spaetime approah in pref-

erene to the 	-framework/anonial quantization one, I would not want to give

the impression that I think that mathematial studies of the operator onstraints

are neessarily irrelevant. Indeed, some formulations of the sum-over-histories ef-

fetively employ something akin to a Hilbert spae norm on wave-funtions as a

mathematial intermediary in omputing quantum probabilities, and making suh

a formulation mathematially well-de�ned might still require a Hermitian inner

produt on the spae of solutions  to the operator-onstraints. On the other hand,

a new kinematis in general would render the onstraints irrelevant (exept possi-

bly in some approximate e�etive theory), and this brings us to the seond basi

question, the one about hanging the kinematis.

* In the meantime, this riterion has evolved. It now seems that twofold orrelations

are not the whole story, but threefold ones might be [39℄. Also, with respet to

terminology, Jim Hartle has onvined me that the word \probability" should be

reserved for a measure that obeys the standard \Kolmogorov" sum-rule; so I would

now say \quantum measure" instead of \quantum probability". Finally, I think one

ould improve on the word \relative" used above in onnetion with the split of the

universe into subsystems. Its meaning is not (as it might seem to be) that eah

possible split arries its own notion of probability, but rather that predition on the

basis of the quantum measure is possible only in relation to suh splits.
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V. A Modi�ed Kinematis?

(a) Lorentzian or Eulidean Signature?

People have suggested several possible modi�ations of the kinematis of las-

sial General Relativity, and the one I want to disuss �rst is perhaps the least

radial|though it's radial enough. It proposes [2℄ that the sum-over-geometries be

onduted with positive-de�nite (Riemannian) metris instead of Lorentzian ones.

Suh a replaement arries less fundamental import if one interprets this sum within

the 	-framework, where the histories have meaning only as intermediaries used to

�nd a wave-funtion 	; but even so, it represents a signi�ant modi�ation.

The main motivation for altering the signature in this way seems to be that

tunneling phenomena appear, in an \instanton" approximation, to our via Rie-

mannian solutions of the �eld equations. But something like this is already true

in quantum mehanis, where one an use an imaginary-time path to ompute the

WKB approximation to barrier penetration, as in the lassi problem of alpha-

deay. Suh a alulational tehnique an be interpreted as an in�nite-dimensional

saddle point approximation to the path-integral, and from this point of view the

omplex-time path, or saddle point, merely summarizes (to leading order in �h) the

ontribution of a large number of real-time paths. Certainly its use would not

normally be taken to imply that physial time turns imaginary while the alpha

partile is \under the barrier". In the same way, a gravitational instanton should

presumably be understood as summarizing the ontribution of a large number of

Lorentzian histories.

On this view, the notorious ambiguities [40℄ in the hoie of saddle point and

ontour whih a�et the so-alled Eulidean funtional integral will only be re-

solved (to the extent that this an be done at all without reourse to an underlying

disrete theory) when one has sueeded in deriving the Eulidean-signature expres-

sion by analyti ontinuation from a Lorentzian starting point. Carefully observing

(the appropriate in�nite dimensional generalizations of) the rules for deformation

of omplex ontours ought then to answer suh questions as whih saddle points

ontribute, and what are the relative signs of their ontributions. For my own en-

lightenment, I atually went through the orresponding analysis in detail in the

muh simpler ase of one-dimensional barrier penetration, and I an aÆrm that
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everything works out just as it should, inluding the fat that passage through the

barrier results in damping rather than ampli�ation. *

(b) Should We Sum over Di�erent Topologies?

A kinemati question of another type is whether one should inlude more than

one topology in the sum-over-histories. (Here, inidentally, I have posed the question

in terms of the sum-over-histories, not only beause that was the \fork" we followed

earlier, but mainly beause the 3+ 1-framework does not lend itself to a dynamial

topology in any known manner.) To this question, my answer would be: \yes, and

again yes". Yes �rst of all, beause it seems ontrary to the spirit of Relativity

to make of the topology the only absolute element, whih \a�ets without being

a�eted".

And yes seondly, beause of a further reason whih is perhaps more substan-

tive, though not as widely appreiated. Namely, I want to laim that the study of

topologial geons (e.g. [41℄) leads to the onlusion that a dynamial metri requires

a dynamial topology. The basis of this laim is the observation that, for a type of

partile suh as a geon, whose existene is de�ned in terms of the spatial topology,

any proedure of \seond quantization" by de�nition fores the topology to hange

beause the number of geons annot vary if the topology remains onstant. But

experiene shows that a relativisti partile whih is only \�rst quantized" is not

physially onsistent (No matter how you slie things, you seem inevitably to meet

with one or more of the following diÆulties: negative energies, negative probabil-

ity densities, non-onservation of probability in sattering, faster than light motion

by the partile (the problem mentioned by Bob Wald yesterday [42℄), inability to

measure the partile's energy [43℄.), and there is no reason to expet geons to be

immune from this imperative. In this sense, I believe one an say without too muh

exaggeration that quantum gravity without topology hange is simply inonsistent

physially [44℄ [45℄. *

* A sketh of the analysis may be found in the Appendix.

* This reasoning annot be airtight, of ourse, beause there might in theory be an

absolute, \god-given" topology of spaetime for whih no geons at all an exist, for

example S

3

�R.
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A further onsideration is that, without topology hange, it is possible to (for-

mally) quantize General Relativity so that ertain geons violate the normal on-

netion between spin and statistis [45℄ (for a not-only-formal treatment in 2 + 1-

dimensions see [46℄). Considering that some proess of pair-reation/annihilation

seems always to underlie the known proofs of spin-statistis theorems, it is thus a

natural guess that the orret inorporation of topology-hange into quantum grav-

ity would automatially set up a orrelation between exhange and rotation whih

would exlude the spin-statistis violating possibilities [41℄. Some reent evidene

in favor of this idea omes from the �nding by Fay Dowker that preisely suh

a orrelation ours for geons of ertain types whih have been pair reated via

\U-tube" obordisms (this sort of obordism being a universal mehanism of pair

reation) [47℄. If it is true that a orret inorporation of topology-hange must

reinstate the spin-statistis orrelation for topologial geons, then onversely, the

requirement that this in fat our will serve as an important test of any theory of

quantum gravity, or to put it another way, as an important lue in the formulation

of suh a theory.

Remark Topology-hange not only speaks against anonial quantization, but it also

exludes what is sometimes alled the \ovariant" approah to quantum gravity,

whih works with an operator-valued metri �eld on a �xed spaetime manifold

[48℄.

If we do aept that topology-hange must be provided for, then we ome still

further down the road upon a fork orresponding to my earlier question whether it

is the regularity of the metri or ausality that should be sari�ed, the hoie being

fored upon us by a theorem of Geroh [49℄ aording to whih topology hange

entails either singularities or losed timelike urves.

The hoie of allowing losed timelike urves in order to preserve regularity

of the metri an be opposed on the grounds that it onits with the ausal set

idea, whih I will ome bak to in a moment. More to the point, reent evidene is

that losed timelike urves (\time loops") lead to trouble with the quantum �elds

living in suh a (bakground) spaetime, spei�ally divergenes in the stress-energy

[5℄ and a breakdown of unitarity [50℄. (See also Stanley Deser's paper in these

proeedings [51℄.) An older, if lesser known diÆulty onerns the pair-reation
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of monopoles in (5-dimensional) Kaluza-Klein theory. It turns out that suh pair

reation via a globally regular Lorentzian metri is impossible for topologial reasons

even if one allows time loops to our (as long as time-orientability is maintained)

[52℄. To me, this strongly indiates that the imposition of strit global regularity

on the metri is inappropriate, a view whih is reinfored by onsidering how rough

the metri is likely to be in any ase, given the indiations from quantum mehanis

and quantum �eld theory.

In fat there does exist a mehanism of topology-hange whih preserves ausal-

ity, at the ost of allowing the metri to degenerate to zero at isolated spaetime

points [44℄ [53℄. For any ompat obordism (interpolating manifold between two

spaelike hypersurfaes of possibly di�erent topology) one an �nd a metri whih

degenerates to zero at a �nite number of points, in one of a �nite number of prede-

termined ways (the number depending on the spaetime dimension), and for whih

no time-loops are present. With respet to suh a metri, one an view the topology

hange as \happening" at the points of degeneration, and one might aordingly

hope for simple dynamial rules to desribe what takes plae at suh points. In this

diretion, there is an intriguing result in the two-dimensional ase, where there are

only two possible types of \elementary obordism", orresponding to the \roth-

point" in a \trousers" spaetime, and the \rown-point" in a \yarmulke" or \big

bang" spaetime. At the orresponding points of degeneration, the salar-urvature

Ation beomes omplex in suh a way as to suppress the former type of topology

hange and enhane the latter [44℄ [54℄.

() Is the Metri Fundamental, or Only an E�etive Desription of Something

Deeper? (Causal Sets)

A muh more basi kinematial question than those dealt with so far is whether

the spaetime metri should be replaed by some \deeper" struture of whih it is

only an approximate desription. Now, String Theory [55℄ proposes one answer

to this, but the answer I want to disuss follows from still another question: is

spaetime ultimately ontinuous or disrete?

Here, I annot resist quoting Einstein, who wrote in 1954,

\The alternative ontinuum-disontinuum seems to me to be a real alter-

native; i.e., there is no ompromise : : : In a [disontinuum℄ theory spae
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and time annot our : : : It will be espeially diÆult to derive something

like a spatio-temporal quasi-order (!) from suh a shema : : : But I hold

it entirely possible that the development will lead there : : : " [56℄

(In this quotation the exlamation point is mine, put there beause the words

`spatio-temporal quasi-order' seem so obviously to be alling for a theory based on

ausal sets!) Referring to the argument against the ontinuum, Einstein goes on

to say \: : : This objetion is not deisive only beause one doesn't know, in the

ontemporary state of mathematis, in what way the demand for freedom from

singularity (in the ontinuum theory) limits the manifold of solutions." Here, the

objetion was that quantum mehanis teahes that a bounded system an be de-

sribed by a �nite set of \quantum numbers", and suh a desription onits with

the in�nite number of degrees of freedom posited by a ontinuum theory. (The

loophole referred to was the possibility that exluding singular solutions of the �eld

equations might suppress these unwanted degrees of freedom (and reprodue all the

harateristi quantum e�ets as well, all without leaving the domain of lassial

�eld theory)).

In addition to this argument for a fundamental disreteness there are several

ontraditions in existing theories whih speak powerfully for the same onlusion.

These ontraditions, whih I all \the three in�nities" (or perhaps four depending

on how you ount them), inlude the divergenes of Quantum Field Theory, the

singularities of lassial General Relativity, the apparent non-renormalizability of

naively quantized gravity [57℄, and the apparently in�nite value of the blak hole

entropy if no uto� is present. The �nal item in this list rests on an interpretation of

horizon entropy to whih I will return below; to my mind it is the least adequately

appreiated of the ommon arguments for disreteness.

If we aept all these indiations, then we ome immediately upon a subsequent

multiple fork in the road orresponding to the question of what the disrete substra-

tum atually is. To attempt an answer at this point would seem to be hopeless if

there is not at least what I would all some sort of \strutural bridge" between the

ontinuum and the underlying disontinuum, i.e. some strutural analogy whih

would allow one to understand how the former an \emerge" from the latter in

appropriate irumstanes. People have sought the soure of suh an analogy in at
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least three properties of the ontinuum, its topology [58℄, its metri [10℄ (f. [59℄),

and its ausal order [60℄; and I personally have at one time or another been drawn

to all of them before deiding, in onnetion with the ausal set hypothesis, that

it is the order or \ausal struture" of the spaetime ontinuum whih, together

with one omponent of the metri (e�etively its determinant), should be viewed

as being its most fundamental property.

The ausal set hypothesis whih I have just alluded to, posits that the stru-

ture of the disrete substratum is that of a loally-�nite partial-ordering (= ausal

set), and establishes the orrespondene between this underlying struture and the

overlying, \emergent" Lorentzian manifold by making the ausal order and volume-

measure of the latter orrespond to the intrinsi order and \ounting measure" of

the former (so spaetime volume = number of elements).

For a general introdution to ausal sets and a partial review of work on that

idea see [23℄. I will not disuss the subjet further here, exept to point to one

last fork in the ensuing road whih raises the possibility of allowing the analog

of losed timelike urves to our in the underlying disrete ordered set. Suh a

generalized struture (a \direted graph") would be a possible alternative to the

ausal set as presently de�ned, but it seems to me to be unnatural, beause even

if one does let suh \yles" our in the substratum, it still seems impossible to

broaden the rules of orrespondene with the ontinuum in suh a way as to allow

a Lorentzian manifold having time loops to emerge as a valid approximation to a

disrete direted graph. In this sense, one an predit that time loops must be absent

from the ontinuum, whether or not their analog is admitted into the underlying

ordered set (f. [61℄). *

* Even if at bottom, spaetime is disontinuous, this of ourse does not mean that

every ontinuum theory of quantum gravity is neessarily useless, sine suh a theory

might still apply at some intermediate level of approximation. If so, then one

an antiipate that, from the point of view of the ontinuum theory, the uto�

oming from the disreteness would provide a regularizer, and also that an appeal

to the disrete theory would serve to resolve the ambiguities of the ontinuum

theory onneted, in partiular, with the e�ets of nontrivial spaetime topology

(f. [62℄). Spei�ally, the deeper theory should be able to provide the rules that

govern proesses in whih the topology hanges.
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VI. A �nal dynamial fork: should we onstrain the four-volume in the

sum over geometries (\unimodular gravity")?

The alternative \disrete versus ontinuous" was my last one onerning kine-

matis; but before turning to phenomenology, I want to raise one further dynamial

question, whih is more naturally disussed here than earlier. (I say \further"

beause the whole disussion of setion IV was, of ourse, about dynamis.) Speif-

ially, the question is whether one should hold the spaetime volume �xed in the

gravitational sum-over-histories [6℄. Unlike with topology-hange, the phrasing of

this question in sum-over-histories form is not a matter of priniple; there is an

equivalent formulation in anonial terms [63℄.

Now lassially, �xing the volume before varying the Ation makes essentially

no di�erene; its only e�et is to onvert the osmologial onstant from a free pa-

rameter in the Lagrangian into a free onstant of integration of the resulting �eld

equations. The physial signi�ane of this \unimodular" onstraint is therefore

solely quantum mehanial. The motivation for adopting it omes, in my mind,

�rst of all from ausal set theory, where a onstraint on the total number of ele-

ments seems neessary for the sum over ausal sets to onverge, and this onstraint

translates in the ontinuum into speifying the total spaetime volume. Also, inde-

pendently of any disreteness, a diret onstraint on the spaetime volume seems

to ameliorate onvergene problems with the ontinuum funtional integral, as is

espeially notieable in the limit orresponding to quantum �eld theory in urved

spaetime. Most intriguingly, the manner in whih the osmologial onstant \be-

omes dynamial" in unimodular quantum gravity o�ers a new \mehanism" for

produing a small or zero value for it.

It is therefore interesting to ask what di�erene the unimodular onstraint

would make in rudimentary models like the homogeneous universes of \mini-super-

spae quantum osmology". Reently Jorma Louko and I have studied a ouple

of the simplest of suh models with results that are peuliar enough to be inter-

esting, but not so razy as to beome boring [64℄. We �nd, spei�ally for the

Friedmann universe S

3

� R , that adopting the analog for the unimodular theory

of the \no-boundary boundary-ondition", and omputing the rudest saddle point

approximation to the wave-funtion  (with the most obvious saddle point), that
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 remains regular as a funtion of a, the radius of the universe, in both the lim-

its a

!

0, and a

!

1. (This is an example of the improved onvergene I spoke

of, sine in \standard quantum osmology",  diverges exponentially as a

!

1.)

On the other hand,  is now a funtion of the 4-volume, whih serves as a kind

of parameter-time T , and its \evolution" with T is non-unitary due to a ux of

probability oming in from a = 0. One might interpret this e�et as a \ontinuous

reation of universes", or perhaps better, as an \indued emission of new branhes

of the universe, all stemming from a ommon root". *

VII. What is the phenomenology of Quantum Gravity?

The third and last set of \forks" I want to disuss onerns the phenomenology

of quantum gravity, or more prosaially, the question of what observable onse-

quenes we might expet a theory of quantum gravity to possess. If in fat a new

substane underlying the metrial �eld is the proper basis for suh a theory, it

beomes espeially important to try to foresee how this new form of matter will

manifest itself (or has already done so!); but even if only the dynamis of gravity

is to be hanged, one would expet some dramati onsequenes to appear. In this

onnetion, let me present a seond laundry list of \phenomenologial" questions

whose answers some people have hoped would emerge from quantum gravity.

Why is there a metri? And why is it Lorentzian?

Why is Minkowski spae a solution of the theory (with d=4)? Notie that

this question inludes also the question of why the osmologial onstant is so

small, sine for � 6= 0, Minkowski spae would not be a solution.

Why is the gravitational Lagrangian what it is?

Why does non-gravitational \matter" exist (�elds and/or partiles)?

What is origin of blak hole entropy?

Why is the universe expanding?

* Or maybe this is just the wrong saddle point. In an example of the ambiguity

referred to earlier, Jorma has reently found a less obvious saddle point whose

ontribution leads to a  whih is even better behaved as a

!

1 but whih dies

out with T instead of blowing up, suggesting either unitary evolution or a ow of

probability out through a = 0!
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Is CPT broken?

What are the rules for topology hange?

Unlike for my �rst laundry list, there will be time to address only a minority

of these topis here, and I want to onentrate on two of them whih also ourred

in the earlier list, namely those onerning blak hole entropy and the osmologial

onstant. Before getting to them, however, let me allude to part of the answer that

ausal set theory would give to the �rst question of why the spaetime metri is

Lorentzian. The point is that no other metri signature, Riemannian or (+ +��)

or whatever, an lend a partial ordering to the events of spaetime, beause only

in the Lorentzian ase do the light-ones provide a well-de�ned loal distintion

between before and after.

(a) Is a Blak Hole's Entropy Inside its Horizon?

Although one might initially think that the entropy of a blak hole must rep-

resent the number of its interior states, suh a view is diÆult to reonile with the

fat that the seond law of thermodynamis pertains e�etively to proesses whih

proeed in ignorane of whatever is happening inside the horizon. Sine it is by def-

inition the autonomously developing ensemble of suh exterior proesses whih are

responsible for the entropy inrease, it would seem most natural that the entropy

itself be a property of the exterior region. In fat, if one adopts this view, and more

partiularly if one identi�es the exterior entropy with S = �Tr � log �, where � is

the e�etive Shr�odinger-piture density-operator of a spaelike hypersurfae in the

exterior region, then there exists a shemati explanation of why S as so de�ned

neessarily inreases as the hypersurfae to whih � refers advanes in time. * This

explanation [65℄ rests on a ertain theorem [66℄ onerning density-matrix evolution,

and on the ruial fat (emphasized yesterday by Jimmy York [67℄) that the total

energy not only is onserved, but is meaningful as a property of the exterior region,

sine it an be read o� from the behavior of the metri in the asymptoti region or

on some suitable boundary surfae.

* In using this language I am presupposing, for example, a suÆiently lassial ap-

proximate spaetime with respet to whih a given hypersurfae an be meaningfully

loated.
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What is more, one an estimate the ontribution to the above S from the zero-

point utuations of a free salar �eld in a blak hole bakground, and one obtains a

value whih is proportional to the horizon area measured in units of the uto� [68℄. It

is essentially this result to whih I referred earlier in adduing the blak-hole entropy

as one of the \three in�nities". Although the story is really more ompliated than

this (beause the free-�eld approximation is probably wrong, and it is most likely the

degrees of freedom of the horizon itself whih aount for its entropy) I believe that

the onlusion that �nite entropy requires a uto� is orret (f. Einstein's objetion

against the ontinuum quoted earlier), and that the sketh of an explanation ited

above for the inrease of the total entropy is fundamentally orret also. If so, then

�lling in the sketh so as to obtain a omplete derivation of the inreasing harater

of a well-de�ned total entropy whih inludes a horizon ontribution of the orret

magnitude will be a deisive test for any theory of quantum gravity.

(b) Is the Cosmologial Constant Exatly Zero?

I want to onlude with a \predition" about the osmologial onstant, �,

whih draws together a few of the ideas advaned so far. From unimodular gravity

let us take the idea that � is in some sense onjugate to the spaetime volume V

(earlier alled `T '), and from ausal set theory the idea that V is a measure of the

number of elements N . From the former idea, we an write in the sense of the

Unertainty Priniple,

�V �� � 1:

But sine the orrespondene between V and N has a probabilisti harater, Pois-

son utuations in N of order of magnitude

p

N translate into an unertainty in V

of

�V � �N �

p

N �

p

V :

Putting these two relationships together yields a minimum unertainty in � of

�� �

1

p

V

;
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whih, for the visible universe to date, is in order of magnitude, 10

�120

in natural

units. The predition [23℄ is thus that whatever mehanism drives � to vanish *,

will probably leave it with a small but non-zero value of this magnitude, whih,

intriguingly, is just barely large enough to be aessible to observation.

If this is orret then to test a predition of Quantum Gravity, we might want

to look outward rather than inward, and [69℄ we might even have the experimental

answers in time for them to be presented at the next birthday elebration for Dieter

and Charlie.

Finally, I would like to thank several olleagues who attended this talk for their

stimulating questions and omments, and Sumati Surya for help with the referenes.

This researh was partly supported by NSF grant PHY 9600620.

Appendix: Tunneling and Analyti Continuation

In this appendix, I sketh the derivation of the WKB barrier penetration for-

mula from the path integral. The purpose is not to derive the result as suh,

whih of ourse is thoroughly well known, but only to expose the manner in whih

imaginary-time paths enter: not as fundamental integration variables, but only as

saddle points of an analytially ontinued real-time path integral. By impliation,

the use of Eulidean signature metris in quantum gravitational alulations is no

more reason to doubt the Lorentzian signature of spaetime than the phenomenon

of �-deay is reason to onlude that the physial time of non-relativisti quantum

mehanis is really purely imaginary.

Let us imagine a soure of frequeny E that emits a partile at one end of a

potential barrier (say at x = a) and a sink of the opposite frequeny that absorbs

it at the other end (say at x = b). The amplitude for propagation from emission to

absorption is then

e

iS

0

()�iE�t()

;

* One possible mehanism is that only � = 0 is stable against non-manifold utu-

ations of the ausal set.
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where

S

0

() =

Z



m

2

dx

2

dt

� V (x)dt

and  is a spaetime path that spends time �t going from soure to sink. The

overall amplitude A is thus

A =

Z

d�() e

iS()

; (1)

where d�() is the \measure fator", S() = S

0

()�E�t(), and the integral is over

all spaetime paths  that run (with dt > 0) from (t; x) = (t

a

; a) to (t; x) = (t

b

; b).

Notie that �t = t

b

� t

a

is to be integrated over in (1), unlike the spatial endpoints

a and b.

It is the path integral (1) that we wish to approximate. In doing so, I will follow

the usual pratie of supposing that manipulations that would be orret for �nite

dimensional integrals will also be valid here. Now as is ommon with suh problems,

we an either ontinue the integration \ontour" or ontinue some parameters in

the integrand itself. Here it seems learer to do the latter by introduing a omplex

parameter � into the ation integral as follows:

S

!

S

�

=

Z



mdx

2

2�dt

+ (E � V )�dt

(whih formally is the same as the substitution dt

!

�dt).

Now the integral (1) is an osillating \Fresnel integral". In order that it remain

onvergent as � is varied, it is neessary that the ontribution to iS

Z



imdx

2

2�dt

be negative de�nite. This implies (sine dt > 0) that � an be ontinued freely

into the lower half-plane, but not the upper. Let us ontinue it from � = 1 to the

negative imaginary axis and write there � = �i, with  > 0. The ation integral

then beomes

iS =

Z

�m

2

dx

2

dt

� (V �E)dt: (2)

Unlike the original, this integrand has a saddle point (a maximum) within the

domain of integration. Sine iS is now real, we an perform a steepest desent
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approximation to A and (noting that dt an be varied freely, sine �t is not �xed)

we �nd easily that (ignoring the prefator)

A � e

�I

; (3)

where

I =

b

Z

a

dx

p

2m(V � E) : (4)

Moreover, sine this is independent of  = i�, the analyti ontinuation bak to

� = 1 is trivial and yields exatly the same answer (4), the familiar WKB result.

Now we have obtained I as the ation of a path that extremizes the analytially

ontinued ation integral (2), a path that proeeds in \Lorentzian" time and belongs

to the original integration domain of (1). But the integral (4) an also be interpreted

(for  = 1) as the original ation integral S

�=1

evaluated at the omplex saddle point



E

, where 

E

is a path running along the positive imaginary axis in the omplex

t-plane; this interpretation would have resulted if we had hosen to deform the

integration ontour in (1) rather than the omplex parameter �. But no matter

whih way we interpret (4), the right hand side of (3) is �rst and foremost an

approximation to the \Lorentzian" integral (1). As suh, it represents the sum of

the amplitudes of all possible real-time paths from a to b, whih, sine none of them

is a lassial solution at energy E, interfere destrutively, thereby suppressing the

tunneling. From the sum-over-histories point of view, the tunneling partile follows

one of these real-time trajetories through the barrier, although it is impossible to

say whih one it will be in any partiular ase. A omplex-time path like 

E

, on

the other hand, is not a possible history of the tunneling partile at all, but simply

a mathematial devie to help us express the superposition (1) more ompatly.
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